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The passion for design and ceramics led Patrícia Lobo to found 

LOBO in 2017, with the dream of creating something unique 

and the ambition to elevate Portuguese Design, based on sus-

tainable and ethical principles encouraging a mindful way of 

consumerism.

Patrícia believes in the power of expressive simplicity, creating 

a timeless aesthetic with a strong personality and this is visi-

ble in each and every product. Her lighting collection was de-

signed to elevate any room bringing an extra soul to its interior, 

because in her eyes everything is a composition.

CREATING A 
TIMELESS aesthetic



With a rounded and geometric silhouette, the GURA is fitted with an 

XXL porcelain bulb which emphasizes a visual distinct from any other 

model. Its structure is available in brass or coated steel in stone co-

lour, combined with an elegant oak detail. It can be plugged directly 

into the wall or into an outlet.

GURA

distinctstinct
visual

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: (L) 1600gr, (S) 650gr    

Socket type: E27    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)

Delivery Content: 2m textile cable, ceiling rose, Led

Porcelain Light Bulb G155 6W E27 Dimmable 2700K
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TAGI is a large and astonishing pendant lamp.

Simple and delicate shape, full of personality, which makes up both 

elegant and relaxed rooms. It has a 45 cm wide shade which offers 

ample and soft light for example in the living room, bedroom and 

above a dining table.

TAGI

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: 3000gr    

Socket type: E14    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)

Delivery Content: 2m textile cable, ceiling rose

SIMPLE and 
delicate SHAPE
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The RUFFO emphasizes every space and environment by creating a 

unique atmosphere and feeling of closeness. It is a perfect addition 

above a dining table, both individually and in clusters.

RUFFO

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: 2600gr    

Socket type: E27    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)

Delivery Content: 2m textile cable, ceiling rose
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PERFECT addition



Its round shape adds a playful touch to the lamp’s simple and calm 

design. You can also combine it together with different sizes to light-

en up bigger spaces in a unique style or choose the floor lamp ver-

sion with a solid oak structure with simple and contemporary lines 

which contrast with the smooth curves and robustness of the lamp.

MOBO 

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: (XL) 2750gr, (M) 1000gr, (S) 600gr     

Socket type: E27    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)

Delivery Content: 2m textile cable, ceiling rose

playful touch
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smooth 

MOBO’s round shape adds a playful touch to the lamp’s simple and 

calm design. The minimalist structure balances perfectly with the 

smooth curves and robustness of the ceramic shade. Its structure is 

available in brass or coated steel in stone colour, combined with an 

elegant oak detail. It can be plugged directly into the wall or into 

an outlet.

MOBO wall

Material: Ceramic, oak wood, 

brass or coated steel    

Appx Weight: 2200gr

Socket type: E14    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)
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Its appearance is calm, smooth, and geometrically clean. 

This minimalist ceramic lamp features a beautiful cone-shaped shade 

that casts glare-free light downwards and upwards.

KIRO

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: (M) 900gr, (S) 550gr    

Socket type: G9    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)

Delivery Content (if not hard-wired): 1.8m textile cable, plug 

and switch

GEOMETRICALLY clean
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With simple and elegant lines, FOGGY is a versatile lamp that can 

be placed as a table lamp or mounted on the wall. The character of 

the lamp can easily be modified by just changing the light bulb giving 

a fresh and modern look, making it a multi-functional luminaire ideal 

for both private and public spaces.

FOGGY

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: 450gr  

Socket type: E27    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)

Delivery Content: 

As a pendant - 2m textile cable, ceiling rose

As a table lamp - 1.8 textile cable, plug and switch
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VORA
VORA has a clean Scandinavian silhouette, it diffuses the 

light downwards in a beautiful way. Its simplicity allows it 

to be easily used both individually or in a group, creating 

an eye-catching cluster of several pendants.

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: 750gr

Socket type: E27    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)

Delivery Content: 2m textile cable, ceiling rose
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Its contemporary design provides soft lighting for any space and can 

be the perfect solution for modular lighting, whether a residential, a 

restaurant or public spaces which want cozy atmospheres. Alone or 

clustered in different sizes, it provides the perfect directional light for 

a bar counter, kitchen island or dining room.

BHUTI

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: (L) 850gr, (S) 500gr  

Socket type: E27    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)

Delivery Content: 2m textile cable, ceiling rose
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UBI
Inspired by the classical form of the arch, its lines provide a soft and 

delicate light suitable for spot lighting. Its curved-face geometric form 

is both simple and architectural.

Material: Ceramic    

Appx Weight: 550gr    

Socket type: G9    

Max. Watt: 40w (13w LED)
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We believe that each space has its own vibe, as such, each lamp 

can be personalized in order to enhance its identity.

Fascinated by the nature of colours, we create each and everyone of 

them. Smooth and pastel tones give us a comfortable and balance 

feeling. Hand-painted, each colour offers nuances that make each 

piece unique.

CUSTOMIZATIONS COLOURS
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Llama

Flamingo

Olive Green

Blueberry

Denim Blue

Mint



The past few years have been an amazing journey: from thrill-

ing projects to meeting exciting individuals.

Patrícia worked by herself during the first 3 years in all stages 

of the design and production of LOBO lamps. Today, LOBO 

Atelier supports local craftsmen and small businesses in honest 

partnerships, pursuing responsible production processes. 

LOBO Atelier works at an international level with clients from 

all continents of the world, towards the best design and solution 

for every project. The Atelier prides itself on working with each 

client as unique, being able to adapt to the needs of each one.

We hope we inspire you to be creative in your future projects 

and we hope our paths will cross soon.

EACH LAMP
IS handmade

Each lamp is handmade and made to order. LOBO Atelier creates 

its own glazes, which are developed after long studies. As such, 

small differences in size, shape and glaze finish make each lamp 

unique and are typical of a handmade ceramic object.

shape
UNIQUE



Email: info@patricialoboceramics.com

Website: patricialoboceramics.com

Instagram: @lobo_atelier

C O N TA C T S :



L I G H T I N G  C O L L E C T I O N  by

PAT R Í C I A  L O B O  AT E L I E R


